
 
 

 

We are very proud of all of our Fieldstone all-star students! Carr is still in the lead, 

but students from all Houses contribute to our supportive and successful 

community. 

 

 

 

Tommy Wang is being recognized for embodying the value of caring in our community. By 

helping his peers to understand complex math problems, he has helped them get the most out of 

daily Math lessons and makes class a better experience for everyone. Thank you, Tommy, for 

your valuable contribution. 

 

Philip Nguyen is being recognized for embodying the value of caring in our community. By 

helping his peers translate and understand complex instructions, he has helped them get the 

most out of daily Geography lessons and makes class a better experience for everyone. Thank 

you, Philip, for your valuable contribution. 

 

Tiant Tian is being recognized for showing responsibility by catching up on work and submitting 

projects on Google Classroom. By persevering and working hard to complete past assignments, 

he is demonstrating wonderful determination as we near the end of the semester. Thank you, 

Tiant. 

 

Connor Shao is being recognized for his responsibility in his Math class. He is showing significant 

improvement and has achieved this by working hard and staying focused. Thank you, Connor, for 

being a responsible member of our community. 

 

Robin Tang is being recognized for embodying the value of responsibility in our community. By 

always ensuring that he meets due dates, and by asking for help when he needs it, Robin helps 



 
 

to create a positive classroom environment that is able to be focused and stay on track with the 

course material. Thank you, Robin, for your valuable contribution 

 

 

 

 
 

Alan Fang is being recognized for embodying the value of caring in our community. By offering to 

use his submitted work as an exemplar for student discussion, he is setting a great example and 

making class a better experience for everyone. Thank you, Alan, for your valuable contribution. 

 

Serena McLeod is being recognized for the value of citizenship. Serena contributes to class 

discussions over Google Meet and particularly took interest in the Biology Topic related to 

Homeostasis. She connected ideas with the importance of Meditation in a day-to-day routine. 

Thank you, Serena, for your example of citizenship in the Fieldstone community. 

 

Martin Chu is being recognized for demonstrating the value of citizenship. He has improved in 

attending Google Meetings on time and in contributing to class discussion. He has been working 

hard to catch up on assignments and following up with the teacher on his progress. Thank you 

Martin, for your example of citizenship in the Fieldstone community. 

 

Andy Chen is being recognized for embodying the value of respect in our community. Each day 

that he enters into the virtual classroom, he always salutes the class and teacher and does the 

exact same when exiting the virtual class. As an engaged student, Andy puts forth his best effort 

to display respect to his school, teacher and classmates by always showing his kindness, 

attentiveness and thoughtfulness. Great job, Andy! Thank you! 

 

Camilia Cai is being recognized for embodying dedication to the Duke of Ed Award Programme. 

Camilia has worked hard on the Award, and gave her efforts a final push this week when she 

finished the work needed to achieve the Award. Thank you, Camilia, and congratulations. 

 

 



 
 

 
Vivian Liu is being recognized for embodying the value of citizenship. Vivian cares deeply about 

her classmates and always has something positive to contribute to class discussions. Thanks, 

Vivian, for your valuable contributions. 

 

 
 

Johnny Zhao is being recognized for demonstrating citizenship in our community. By asking 

questions in class, he demonstrates his initiative and sets a positive example for others of how to 

seek clarification and ask for help when needed. Thank you, Johnny, for your valuable 

contribution. 

 

Ivy Xue is being recognized for embodying the value of responsibili ty in the Calculus class. She is 

always in the Google Meetings on time, consistently completes her homework, and submits it to 

Google Classroom. She participates class discussions and is fully prepared her tests. Thank you, 

Ivy, for your valuable contribution in our online class. 

 

Tom Zhao is being recognized for his continued commitment to the Fieldstone community and for 

the responsibility he demonstrates daily. He attends every class, always participates during 

classes, and has a love for learning! He tries his best to keep up with the demanding academic 

material. It is a pleasure having Tom in the class. Thank you, Tom! 

 
 



 
 

 


